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Abstract. The designer of an information dissemination system based on user preferences stated as user models is currently faced
with three basic design decisions: whether to use categories, keywords – or both – to enable the user to specify his preferences,
whether to use a static long-term model or a dynamic short-term model to register those preferences, and what method to use
to provide summaries of the available documents without losing information that may be significant to a particular user even
if it would not be considered as such in general terms. Current systems tend to provide one specific choice – either taken
at design time by the developer or offered as mutually exclusive alternatives to the user. However, most of the options have
relative merits. An efficient way of combining the various solutions would allow users to select in each case the combination of
alternatives better suited for their needs. In this paper we defend the use of a combined approach that integrates: an enriched
user-model that the user can customise to capture his long-term interests either in terms of categories (newspaper sections) or
keywords, a personalised summarization facility to maximise the density of relevance of sent selections, and a tailored relevance
feedback mechanism that captures short-term interests as featured in a user’s acceptance or rejection of the news items received.
Controlled experiments were carried out with a group of users and satisfactory results were obtained, providing material for
further development. The experimental results suggest that categories and keywords can be fruitfully combined to express user
interests, and that personalised summaries perform better than generic summaries at least in terms of identifying documents that
satisfy user preferences.
Keywords: Summarization, relevance feedback, personalisation, user modeling, text classification

1. Introduction
Information systems have recently evolved to include applications, usually Web and e-mail based, that
provide specific services for searching textual sources
of information and/or disseminating information from
these sources to interested users. The general challenge
is to provide the means for pairing off elements from
two sets: a set of interested users and a set of available news items. This is generally attempted through
the use of user modelling to represent the interests of
the users and the application of automatic classification
techniques over such a representation and the available
news items.

Most of the newspaper publishers and news agencies supply engines for information search and delivery, as well as different personalization options. Popular newspaper Web sites offer personalization methods specially focused in adaptation based on domaindependent classification – newspaper sections – or
domain-independent content – keyword-based search.
For the development of a personalised information
system, several design decisions must be made:
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(1) The user model may be controlled exclusively by
the user browsing and editing his user profile, or
it may be dynamically modified by the system.
(2) If the user is modelled dynamically, either an
initially empty user model is progressively ad-
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justed to represent user interests or the user is
asked to provide a starting profile
(3) The information on user preferences may be used
simply to make a personalised selection of news
items considered interesting for the user, or used
additionally to provide personalised summaries
of the interesting news items.
The consequences of the design decisions on system
efficiency and user satisfaction are explored in the following sections. Mechanisms are provided to implement the various processes described (Section 3) and
formal evaluation is carried out for each of the resulting options (Section 4). The implications of the results
obtained in terms of personalised information delivery
are discussed in Section 5.
In this paper we defend the use of a combined approach that integrates: an enriched user-model that the
user can customise to capture his long-term interests,
a personalised summarization facility to maximise the
density of relevance of sent selections, and a tailored
relevance feedback mechanism that captures short-term
interests as featured in a user’s acceptance or rejection
of the news items received.

2. Personalised and adaptive information systems
Users of any information access system have preferences at different levels. A user may have, for instance,
both a general long-term interest in a specific sport, as
well as special temporary interest in a particular political issue that affects his home team. The very different
characteristics of both kinds of needs suggest the inclusion of general and sporadic interests in two separate
representations: long and short-term models.
The utility of having two separate user models – each
with a different temporal range – was studied in [1] in
the context of student modeling. In spite of differences
in the choice of domain, representation of data, and
learning algorithms, this work presents a motivation
for using a short-term/long-term combination which is
similar to the one presented here. The problem that
needs solving is that user preferences may vary in time:
if recent data are used for modeling they will better reflect current preferences compared with historical data,
yet the use of historical data may better reflect a core of
firmly based user preferences that last over a long time.
Chiu and Webb [1] solve this issue by using in the first
instance a model trained on recent data, and resorting
to a model trained over a longer time period – thereby

taking into account historical data – if the recent model
fails.
Another point we must consider is that simple user
models usually result in the introduction of irrelevant
information. The integration of textual content analysis tasks and user modeling techniques can be used
to achieve a more elaborate user model, to obtain a
suitable representation of document contents, and to
evaluate the similarity between user interests and information. Representative examples of information access systems that integrate this kind of techniques are
WebMate [2], News Dude [3], SIFT [4], IFTool and
PIFT [5]. WebMate is a tool that compiles information
from a list of URLs that the user wants to monitor (e.g.,
newspaper home pages) or from the search results using popular engines. The information is selected by
its accordance with a user profile, which represents
their multiple interests using vectors of terms and their
weights. SIFT is an information filtering system that
also models user’s interest topics using keyword vectors provided by the user. IFTool is based on a matching algorithm specifically designed for taking advantage of the co-occurrence relationship between pairs of
terms appearing simultaneously in the documents. This
relationship is represented with a weighted semantic
network whose nodes correspond to terms and where
arcs link together terms, which co-occurred in some
document. PIFT is characterized by a probabilistic approach to filtering, based on bayesian networks. The
system in [6] combines a text classification algorithm
that produces a ranking using keywords defined by the
users, with another ranking generated by an algorithm
that uses information about the user such as sex, occupation, marital status, hometown, etc. Other examples
are [7,8].
The techniques described so far are applied in many
systems that provide services related to the ones considered in this paper. The Daily Learner system [9]
compiles a personalized news program. Besides representing user’s short-term and long-term interests, it
takes into account the news previously heard by the user
to avoid presenting the same information twice. The
functionality is based on combining a nearest neighbour algorithm to model the short-term interests and a
naive bayesian classifier to model the long-term interests. The Smart Guide system [10] provides a filtering
application that presents each user with a personalised
version of a Web-based reference guide.
To achieve a dynamic model that evolves together
with user’s interest, feedback techniques are applied.
Similar techniques have been successfully used to im-
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prove the effectiveness of IR systems [11]. The technique works as follows: after retrieving a set of documents, the user provides the system with feedback,
designating whether the retrieved documents are relevant or irrelevant. Existing systems solve this problem
by resorting to various techniques: applying Boolean
matching [4], or weighted matching using contexts of
words, based on the cosine measure of the Vector Space
Model [2], or updating the weights associated with arcs
and nodes of the semantic network that represent the
interests of a user [5], or using some strategy of learning [9], or using combined information from the title
and the body of the feedback news items [6].
A related method for filtering information with respect to user preferences is collaborative filtering. In
this approach, users indicate their opinions by providing relevance values to various information contents,
and the collaborative filter correlates these values with
those provided by other users to obtain future predictions. If a user A gives a high relevance value to a new
document and there are several users whose judgements
in the past matched those of user A, the sytem will then
recommend the new document to those users. The user
profile, therefore, stores relevance values asigned by the
user to each of the elements he has considered. Additionally, in collaborative filtering the values in the profile for each user are shared with other users to enable
them to apply them for their own predictions. The first
systems required the user to explicitly evaluate the document – such as Tapestry [12] –, then systems emerged
where user effort was considerably reduced – such as
Grouplens [13,14] –, which led to systems where evaluation is done implicitly based on user actions – such
as PHOAKS [15].
The use of a collaborative filtering system in isolation can lead to poor efficiency due to several reasons:
the problem of the first evaluator, the problem of the
scarcity of evaluations, and the problem of the black
sheep. The first problem appears when a certain information content appears for the first time, because there
are no previous evaluations by anybody on which to
base a prediction. The second problem derives from
the fact that there are usually many more elements to
evaluate than users ready to evaluate them. This may
result in not enough evaluations being available on a
given item to support adequate predictions. The third
problem arises when there are users whose behaviour
is not consistent with any other group of users. This
kind of user rarely receives predictions according to
his profile. Experiments have shown that this type
of system can be improved by applying content-based
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filters [16–18]. The combination of collaborative filtering and content-based filtering may provide the advantages of both methods, including the availability
of valid initial predictions for all items and all users,
and improved collaborative predictions once the number of users and evaluations increases. For instance, PTango [17] is a system that permits the personalisation
of the Worcester Telegram and Gazzete Online electronic newspaper. The content-based user model stores
the newspaper sections in which the user is interested
and a set of explicit keywords provided by the user for
each section. Additionally, a set of implicit keywords
is stored. These implicit keywords are extracted from
the documents that have been highly valued by the user.
Fab [16] is a Web page recommendation system
where documents are represented by the 100 terms with
highest tf-idf weight. When a new user starts using
the system he is presented with a series of Web pages
selected randomly from those with highest ratings for
other system users. In this way the user does not start
with an empty profile. To achieve this, the average
rating of all users is stored explicitly in a global profile.
One aspect that is not covered in the systems described so far, and which constitutes an interesting contribution of the present system, is the ability to generate personalised summaries of the items that are being filtered. The normal behaviour of a personalization system is to send to the users the title and the first
lines of the items that are detected as interesting, and
links to the full text. This information is in most cases
insufficient for a user to detect if the item is relevant
or not relevant to him. This forces him to inspect the
full text of the document, involving an extra time cost.
However, even in this case, the size and structure of the
document may not be suitable. In such cases, it can be
difficult for the user to find the information required to
decide about document relevance. An interesting approach is to replace the first sentences sent as a sample
of a document by a proper summary or extract [19].
Automatic summarization is the process through
which the relevant information from one or several
sources is identified in order to produce a briefer version intended for a particular user – or group of users –
or a particular task [20]. According to their scope and
purpose [21], the summaries considered in this paper
will be restricted to a single document – rather than a set
of documents – and they will be indicative – their aim
is to anticipate for the user the content of the text and
to help him to decide on the relevance of the original
document. Attending to their focus, we can distinguish
between:
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Generic abstracts , if they gather the main topics of
the document and they are addressed to a wide
group of readers, and
User adapted abstracts , if the summary is constructed according to the interests – i.e. previous knowledge, areas of interest, or information
needs – of the particular reader or group of readers
that the system is addressing.
It is clear that, especially for high levels of compression, a summary that does not take the user’s needs into
account may be too general to be useful. It has already
been shown that in an information retrieval environment summaries adapted to the user query outperform
other kinds of summary [19].
Given the variety of types and domains of available
documents, techniques for selection and extraction of
phrases are very attractive due to their domain- and
language-independence. In these techniques the segments of text – usually sentences or paragraphs – that
contain the most significant information are selected
based on linear combination of the weights resulting
from the application of a set of heuristics applied to
each of the units of extraction. These heuristics may
be position-dependent, if they take into account the position that each segment holds in the document; linguistic, if they look for certain patterns of significant
expressions; or statistical, if they include frequencies
of occurrence of certain words. The summary results
from concatenating the resulting segments of text in
the order in which they appear in the original document [22]. In areas like information filtering or personalized information services, in which the system may
have available a larger amount of information about the
preferences of the user, a more adequate selection of the
sentences that make up the summary contents can be
expected. Possible inconsistency problems within the
resulting summary are the main disadvantage of this solution. One way of reducing them is to take paragraphs
rather than sentences as unit of extraction [23] in the
hope that within the wider context of paragraphs legibility is improved. Another set of techniques, knowledge rich techniques, uses methods of deep understanding of the text [21]. This approximation may lead to
the creation of systems that sidestep the inconsistency
problems mentioned above, but they require a great
amount of information about the domain. The domains
involved tend to be restricted and fulfilling well-known
characteristics. As a consequence, the systems are inflexible and difficult to adapt to other situations or other
languages.

3. Exploring alternatives in personalised
information dissemination
The system described in this paper sends a periodic
message to each user containing relevant news with
respect to the interests stored in his model. A message
is composed of [24]:
– a title with the current date and the name of the
user,
– a link to the user model to allow editing if desired,
– various links to the newspaper (homepage, sections, . . . ),
– brief description of the interests of the user (as
featured in his profile), and
– the selected documents, presented ordered by relevance and respecting the established upper bound
(for each one: title, name of the author, name of
the section that it belongs to, final relevance value
obtained, short automatic summary of the document, extra link explicitly stating it allows access
to the full document).
An example of the typical content of a message received by a user is presented in Fig. 1.
To carry out this task, the user model is applied daily
by the system to the news items of the day. A ranking of
the news items is obtained according to their relevance
for the given user. The top of the ranking is selected for
the user in accordance to the upper bound on number
of items to be sent, a system configuration parameter
T , set for the work presented here to an arbitrary value
of T = 10.
3.1. Representing the news items
The news items are downloaded daily from the newspaper Web site in the form of HTML documents. The
title, section, URL and text for each document are extracted and stored. The representation of the news item
is obtained applying Vector Space Model (VSM) [25]
to the text. The VSM was originally developed for
Information Retrieval (IR), but it provides support for
many text classification tasks. The VSM for IR is applied by representing natural language expressions as
term weight vectors. To obtain these vectors, standard
stop lists are applied to the texts, and remaining words
are reduced to a canonical form by applying a Porter
stemmer adapted for Spanish [26]. We use the tf-idf
method [25] based on term frequencies to compute their
weights. Document frequencies are computed over the
collection of news items for a given day. Each weight
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Fig. 1. Sample message received by a user.

measures the importance of a term in a natural language expression. Semantic closeness between documents and queries is computed by the cosine of the
angle between document and query vectors.
3.2. Available data on user preferences: a user model
The user model has to adapt to the different aspects
of each domain, in order to allow a better definition
of the user interests [27]. We propose a browsable
user model designed to represent the user information
interests in a wide variety of ways. The user model
stores three main kinds of information:
– The personal information of the user, which includes name, login, password and email address.

– The format information for the messages, which
includes the weekdays the user wants to get a message and an “on holidays” binary value (which allows to put the system on hold for specific periods
of time).
– The specific information about the interests of the
user defined in terms of a number of reference
frameworks used by the system to personalise information provided to the user.
The possibility of putting the system on hold avoids
message overloading. Establishing a lower bound has
been considered counterproductive, since it may lead to
the inclusion of noise in messages whenever the lower
bound cannot be met with relevant information.
The system uses various reference frameworks to
obtain from the user different views or descriptions of
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his interests matching these requirements. The first
one involves choosing categories (in our case newspaper sections) under which his interests may be classified. The second one involves selecting keywords that
may appear in items of interest. The third one is extracted automatically from items for which the user has
provided feedback. An important contribution of this
paper is to test whether a combination of such reference frameworks provides a good solution, and, if so,
which manner of combining the frameworks gives best
results. To achieve this purpose, each of the three explicit reference frameworks (categories, keywords and
feedback terms) has a weight that controls its influence
in the selection of the final results by the system. For
example, if the weight assigned to categories is low
and the weight for keywords is high, relevance values
concerning keywords will be considered more important for selecting news items. In this way, each of the
three dimensions considered in the user profiles can be
defined and controlled during the experiments.

3.2.3. Feedback information
The messages sent to the user with the daily selection
of news items according to his preferences as stated
in the user model allow the user to provide positive or
negative feedback on each news item received. The
user may also decide not to provide feedback on a given
news item. Each news items that has been selected appears with two underlined links which the user can click
on to send either positive or negative corresponding
feedback to the system (in the example message shown
in Fig. 1, the links appear as positivo and negativo).
This information is stored, a set of feedback keywords is extracted from the corresponding news items,
and these feedback keywords are used to update the
short-term part of the user model. Because this final
reference framework is specifically designed to cope
with short-term variations in interests without requiring explicit editing of the profile, no browsing facility
is provided for it, and mechanisms are provided for a
progressive fading of older information of this sort.

3.2.1. Categories
A user is asked to select those categories into which
the documents that may interest him would be classified. These sets of categories are usually domaindependent – different sets of categories are considered
to be most effective for specific domains – and they
tend to be established by the information provider. For
instance, newspapers arrange their news items by sections, bookshops arrange their books in terms of literary genres. The categories employed in the work described here correspond to traditional newspaper sections for a typical Spanish daily newspaper, such as: international, national, sports, culture, society . . . . From
here on, this set of categories is referred to as sections.
Users can assign a weight to each section, to represent
their interest in it. Numerical values for weights are
obtained from an initial assignment by the user, who
evaluates their degrees of interest for him on the following scale: without interest, of some interest, interesting,
very interesting.

3.3. Personalised selection of relevant news items
based on long-term model

3.2.2. Keywords
In completing his user profile, each user is asked to
type in a number of keywords, whose appearance in a
news item may indicate that it will interest him. For
each keyword the user also indicates a rough weighting
to show the degree of his interest. The keywords typed
in by the user are also represented in terms of the VSM,
using the weight assigned to each word in the current
user model. The system allows users to edit their selections: to modify the weights for sections or keywords,
or to add or remove keywords.

A personalised selection of the news items relevant
to a specific user model can be carried out with respect
to each of the alternative reference frameworks available in the long-term user model. The system automatically computes relevance for each news item against all
the frameworks, and subsequently applies a mathematical formula to calculate an overall relevance value for
them. This final relevance value takes into account not
only the particular relevance values obtained against
each framework, but also the relative weighting of the
different frameworks being used for that particular experiment, and it gives rise to a ranking of the news item
with respect to the given long-term user model.
3.3.1. Selection with respect to the section framework
Given that each news item comes pre-assigned from
its source to a certain section, selection against this
framework is immediate. Each news item is processed
to check which is the value associated in the user model
to the section that it belongs to. The relevance value 1
s
rij
between a news item i and a user model j is therefore
straightaway the value assigned to its corresponding
section s by the user j, referred to as S sj .
s
= Ssj
rij

(1)

1 Super indices show the part of the model that the relevance refers
to, that is, super index s in the first relevance indicates that this value
is about the sections, k, keywords and f , feedback keywords.
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3.3.2. Selection with respect to the keyword
framework
The relevance value according to this reference
framework between a news item i and a user model j
is computed using the following formula [25]:
k
rij
= sim(di , kj )

(2)

where kj is the term weight vector for the keywords for
the user j, di is the term weight vector for news item i,
and sim is the cosine formula of the VSM.
3.3.3. Computing overall relevance
When all the news items have been sorted according
to the different sources of relevance, the resulting orderings are integrated by using the particular combination that is assigned to each of the different reference
systems. Thus, the overall relevance between a news
item i – belonging to a section s – and a user model j
is computed using the following formula:
rij =

s
k
+ γrij
αrij
α+γ

(3)

where Greek letters α and γ show the significance
assigned for this experiment to each of the different
frameworks (α for sections, and γ for keywords). In order for this combination to be significant, the relevance
obtained for each framework must be normalised with
respect to the best results within that framework for the
collection of news items under consideration. For instance, if the highest relevance assigned to docuemtns
corresponding to that particular day in terms of keywords is 0.42, all relevances obtained from keywords
for that day are normalised over that value before combining them with relevances arising from sections. Intuitively, this corresponds to adjusting the scales on the
different frameworks so that the relevance value for the
highest item in the ranking for each framework is actually 1. This ensures that different frameworks can rank
items competitively on an equal footing, independently
of whether the absolute relevance values obtained by
means of their respective processes compare well. The
sections framework, for instance, always assigns relevance 0 or 1 – an item either is or is not in a given section –, whereas the keywords framework may assign a
low relevance to a document with two occurrences of
user-defined keywords if other user-defined keywords
are not present in it. If no better choice is available
in terms of keywords, we want the document with two
keywords to be assigned a relevance that can compete
with that of documents chosen for belonging to user-
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selected sections, therefore it is normalised to 1 before
combining them together.
The ratio between α and γ represents the relative importance assigned within the long-term model
to the domain-dependent (sections) and the domainindependent (keywords) frameworks of classification.
A ranking of the news items is obtained according to
their relevance for the given user obtained from the preceding formula. The top T news items of the resulting
ranking are selected for the user.
3.4. Personalised selection of relevant news items
based on short-term model
The short-term user model is obtained from those
news items for which the user has provided either positive or negative feedback. A normal use of the system is assumed, in which each user receives only the
T items that the system has considered more relevant
to his interests. Therefore, to model accurately real
system performance, only feedback information about
these T more relevant items is used in each case. The
representation of the short-term model is based on the
set of feedback keywords obtained from those news
items, which are used to dynamically evolve the representation of the user model.
Because this feature is intended to model short-term
interests, we use an algorithm to decrease the weight
of these terms with the passage of the time. Each
day, the new weights are obtained by substracting a
certain value D from the weights for the previous day.
Whenever the weight for a feedback term becomes less
than or equal to 0, the corresponding term is eliminated
from the set. For this work a value of D = 0.1 has been
chosen. Updating the set of feedback terms for a user
therefore involves substracting 0.1 from the values of all
feedback terms, and eliminating those feedback terms
whose value drops below 0. This operation is carried
out every day before the new feedback information
is taken into account. The values resulting from this
operation – for a given user j– are referred to as O wj
in the discussion that follows.
To take into account the new feedback information,
the following calculations must be performed each day
for each user j, since the set of news item available is
different for each day, and feedback for a given day is
different for each user. Let us assume that feedback
information provided by the user j is formalised as two
sets of news items: Fj (+), the set of news item for
which positive feedback has been provided, and F j (−),
the set of news items for which negative feedback has
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been provided. A specific item can belong to one or
the other set, or not belong to either, but never to both.
The set of all news items for which some feedback –
whether positive or negative – has been provided by
user j is referred to as F j . The selection of particular
keywords to represent a given feedback item for a user
j is achieved through the following steps [6].
For the selection/update of the new feedback terms
all the documents are preprocessed in the same way
as described for the process of selection: all stoplist
words are eliminated, and a Spanish stemmer is applied
to the remaining terms. The starting point for the process of adaptation is the set of terms representing the
documents, with their associated frequency (tf ).
The article access value (a wij ) for the word w in the
news item i for user j is defined as:

E(HTwi + Bwi ) if i ∈ Fj (+)
awij =
(4)
−R(HTwi + Bwi ) if i ∈ Fj (−)
where Twi is the frequency of keyword w in title area
of news item i, Bwi the frequency of keyword w in the
body of news item i, E the positive feedback weight, R
the negative feedback weight, and H the title weight.
Following [6], we have used the following values: E =
0.9, R = 0.9, and H = 2.
The word update rate (u wj ) is computed for each
word w and user j, by gathering together the resulting
weights for words appearing on several fed back news
items and over the complete set of keywords that results
from the previous step:

i∈F awij
j
uwj =
(5)
max(| i∈Fj awij |)
The new interest value (N wj ) for the word w for user
j is then computed as:

Owj + P (1 − Owj )uwj if uwj  0
(6)
Nwj =
Owj − P Owj | uwj | if uwj < 0
where speed (P ) has value from 0 to 1, and represents
the modifiable part of interest degree for one day 2 , and
Owj is the old interest value of word w.
The R words at the top of the ranking based on N wj
are chosen as components of the weighted term vector
(fj ) representing the feedback keywords for user j, and
they provide an additional reference framework for the
system during selection of specific news items for the
given user. For our work we have chosen a value of
R = 10.
2 After

[6], we use P = 0.8.

The relevance value between a news item i and a
user model j is computed using the following formula:
f
= sim(di , fj )
rij

(7)

where fj is the term weight vector for the feedback
keywords for the user j, and d i is the term weight vector
for the news item i.
3.5. Personalised selection of relevant news items
based on combined short-term and long-term
models
When all the documents have been sorted according
to the different sources of relevance, the resulting orderings are integrated by using the particular combination that is assigned to each of the different reference
systems. Thus, the overall relevance between a news
item i – belonging to a section s – and a user model j
is computed using the following formula:
rij =

f
s
k
+ γrij
+ δrij
αrij
α+γ+δ

(8)

where Greek letters α, γ and δ show the significance
assigned to each of the different references frameworks
(α for sections, γ for keywords, and δ for feedback keywords). In order for this combination to be significant,
the relevance obtained for each framework must be normalised with respect to the best results obtained within
that framework for the collection of documents under
consideration. This allows the keywords framework
and the feedback framework – which deal in relevance
values covering the whole range between 0 and 1 – to
compete in equal terms with the sections framework –
which assigns only binary relevance values.
The relative value of δ with respect to α and γ represents the relative importance assigned to the shortterm model with respect to the long-term model. The
values of α, γ and δ will act as variables to control the
experiments. A ranking of the news items is obtained
according to their relevance for the given user obtained
from the preceding formula. The top T items of the
ranking are selected for the user.
3.6. Item summarization
Our system uses three phrase-selection heuristics to
build summaries. The first two are used to construct
generic summaries, whereas the third one is used for
personalized summaries. The three heuristics have a
common objective, which is to assign a value to each
sentence of the text being summarized. To generate
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Table 1
Values assigned to the first 5 sentences of a document for the position
heuristic
Sentence number
Assigned value

1
1.00

2
0.9

3
0.98

4
0.95

5
0.90

summaries we employ the weighted combination of
various heuristics. These values are later used to select
the most relevant sentences, which will be used to form
an extract of the news item later used as summary. We
describe each heuristic separately and we comment on
how we modify the different parameters in order to
obtain generic or personalized summaries.
3.6.1. Position heuristic
In journalistic domains, the headline and the first few
sentences of a text usually provide a good summary
of the content of the following text. This heuristic
assigns the highest value to the first five sentences of the
text [28]. The specific values chosen in our system for
these first 5 sentences are shown in Table 1. Sentences
from the 6th on are assigned value 0. These provide the
weights Aoi for each sentence o of a news item i using
the position heuristic. These values are independent of
the particular user j being considered.
3.6.2. Thematic words heuristic
Each text has a number of thematic words, which are
representative of its content. 3 This heuristic extracts
the M non-stoplist most significant words of each text
and checks how many of these thematic words are found
in each sentence. In this way, a higher value will be
assigned to sentences that hold a highest number of
thematic words [22,29].
To obtain the M most significant words of each
document, documents are indexed to provide the
weight of each word in each document using the tfidf method [25]. As described when discussing news
item representation, document frequencies are computed over the set of news documents for the corresponding day. The eight words with highest weight are
selected for each document (M = 8).
To obtain the value for each sentence o within the
document i using the thematic words heuristics (B oi ),
the number of document key words (thematic words)
appearing in the sentence is divided by the total number
of words in the sentence. This is intended to give more
3 This set of content-based keywords for a document should not be
confused with the set of keywords specified by a user to define his
interests.
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weight to sentences with a higher density of thematic
words [29]. The values obtained in this way are also
independent of the particular user j being considered.
3.6.3. Personalization heuristic
The aim of this heuristic is to boost those sentences
that are more relevant to a particular user model [26].
The potential of summary personalization is high, because a document that would be useless if summarised
in a generic manner may be useful if the right sentences
are selected that match the user interest.
The calculation of weights for each sentence o of
news item i with respect to user j using the personalisation heuristic (Coij ) is done in the following way. The
user model provides a vector of weighted terms (k j )
corresponding to the keywords specified by the user
for his long-term model. This information is used to
calculate the similarity between the user model j and
each sentence o of news item i, assigning a final weight
to the sentence by means of the following similarity:
Coij = sim(soi , kj )

(9)

where soi is the term weight vector representing sentence o of news item i.
A possible alternative is to take into account the additional short-term information provided by user feedback. In that case, the Eq. (9) for computing sentence
value under the personalisation heuristic would be revised as:
Coij =

χsim(soi , kj ) + βsim(soi , fj )
χ+β

(10)

3.6.4. Combining the three heuristics
The following equation is applied to combine the
values resulting from each of the three heuristics and
provide a single value for each sentence:
Zoij =

µAoi + νBoi + σCoij
µ+ν +σ

(11)

The parameters µ, ν and σ allow relative fine-tuning
of the different heuristics, depending on whether position (µ), key words (ν) or relevance to the user model
(σ) is considered more desirable. Values of σ determine the degree of personalisation of the summaries:
if σ is 0, the resulting summaries are generic, and for
σ greater than 0 personalisation increases proportionally to σ. As was the case when combining results
from different reference frameworks, in order for this
combination to be significant, the relevance obtained
for each heuristic must be normalised with respect to
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the best results obtained by that heuristic for the set of
sentences for the document under consideration.
The summary is constructed by selecting the top L%
of the ranking of sentences by the value Z oij and concatenating them according to their original order of appearance in the document. For the work presented here
L has been set at 20%.
3.7. Summary of system parameters
As explained above, system operation is determined
by a number of parameters.
For the experiments presented in this paper, some
system parameters have been fixed at empirically acceptable values in order to concentrate on studying the
effect of alterations of the remaining parameters. The
parameters assigned fixed values – represented by upper case Latin letters – are shown in Table 2.
The set of parameters for which different configurations are studied in the following experiments – represented by lower case Greek letters – is shown in
Table 3. All these parameters take values between 0
and 1.

4. Evaluation of systems for information access
In this paper we explore the different alternatives
for the dissemination of personalised information, as
presented in the previous sections. The possibilities
that are explored relate to the selection of news items
and the summarization of the news items sent.
4.1. Experimental set up
The alternatives have been tested over an experimental set up specifically designed for the application of the
user modelling, personalization, and selection mechanisms to the field of news item filtering and dissemination.
4.1.1. Experimental data
To evaluate the experiments, we have used the sets
of news items corresponding to five consecutive days
(Monday to Friday) from the digital edition of the ABC
newspaper, a major Spanish daily. These days correspond to the period between the 6th and the 10th May
2002. The number of news items for each day is 128,
104, 87, 98 and 102, respectively. The total number of
news items considered is 519, and the average number
of news items per day is 104.

Additionally, 11 users with different profiles – in
terms of their information interests – have been involved. The set of evaluators included 10 academics
and 1 civil servant. Of the academics, 9 lecture on computer science topics, and 1 lectures on business issues.
The set overall included 3 women and 8 men, of ages
between 25 and 35.
To build the evaluation collection, full evaluations of
all news item for the days under consideration where
requested from every user. This corresponds to 55 evaluation episodes – 11 users over 5 different days, with
a different evaluation episode on each day. In terms
of evaluated documents, 11 users considered for evaluation the 519 documents, providing a total of 5,709
samples. These data were used to build the evaluation
collection that is subsequently used as basis for all experiments. In these experiments, we resort to the full
data obtained from the users only in order to calculate
the recall and precision for system performance with
respect to this information about real user interests over
the whole set of options available.
The actual experiments were carried out under the
assumption that the system will only send information
to the user regarding the 10 best ranked news items 4
resulting from the filtering task. This implies that
only user feedback information concerning news items
amongst those 10 is considered as practical user feedback, whereas the rest of the feedback information contained in the collection (concerning items ranked by the
system outside the 10 best news items) is only applied
to construct the recall and precision metrics.
The initial user models for the profiles were built by
the users the day before the start of the experiment.
This made them available to be used by the system for
selecting news item on the first day of the evaluation.
These initial models have information about the longterm interests of the user, in this case represented in
terms of sections and keywords.
In order to be able to carry out the evaluation of the
system it was necessary to collect judgements from the
users regarding the relevant and non-relevant news item
for each user on each of the five days of the experiment. To provide these judgements users had to read
through the complete sets of news items for each day
and decide whether they would have been of interest
or not. Users evaluate based on the standard format
for presentation of news items in digital newspapers,
which includes title, author, section, summary and link
4 The

actual number is determined by system parameter T .
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Table 2
Fixed system parameters
System module
Short-term modeling

Parameter
T
E
R
H
P
R
D

Item personalization

–
M
L

Description
relevant items per day
positive feedback weight
negative feedback weight
title weight
speed
number of words for fj
decay per day

Range
0 to 1
0 to 1
0 to 1
0 to 1

1st sentences position heuristic
thematic words of a document
summary length in %

Value
10
0.9
0.9
2
0.8
10
0.1
see Table 1
8
20

Table 3
Adjustable system parameters (values between 0 and 1)
System module
Reference framework weight

Parameter
α
γ
δ

Description
classification by sections
classification by keywords
short-term model

Item summarization

ν
µ
σ

weight position heuristic
weight thematic words heuristic
weight personalization heuristic

Summary personalization

χ
β

keyword weight personalization
feedback weight personalization

to the complete news item. This experimental set up
provides no way of knowing which or how many of
these parameters play a role in user decisions. This
is a shortcoming that we intend to address in further
work. The interest they were asked to evaluate was
not limited to whether the news item was relevant with
respect to the initial profile. It also captured relevant
news item that were not related to the original profile.
It was hoped that information on these interests that had
not been made explicit in the original profiles would be
progressively taken into account by the system through
the mechanisms of relevance feedback.
Table 4 shows the number of sections and keywords
initially chosen by each user. In general, several sections and several terms are chosen in each profile. The
average size of a choice is approximately 5 sections and
4 keywords. It is interesting to note that one user (user
number 2) selected no keywords.
Table 5 shows the number of news items deemed
relevant each one of the five days of the experiment.
The average number of relevant news items per day
varies between 25 and 34, with 28 as average value.
The numbers suffer considerable variation, between 5
news items (10th May, user 1) and 80 (7th May, user
8).
There is also a significant difference between a set of
more demanding users, who judge few news items as
relevant (users 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 10 with approximately

17, 11, 11, 15, 15 and 18 relevant news items on average) and users who judge many news items as relevant
(users 5, 6, 8 and 9 with 32, 56, 68 and 43 relevant
news items on average).
4.1.2. Metrics
The way to evaluate a given selection quantitatively
is to compare, according to a chosen metric, the selected documents with a set of relevance judgements
provided by the user. There are many metrics in the
field of information retrieval that can offer the results
of the evaluation in the form of a curve, based on two
values or based on a single value. These metrics can be
grouped into several categories depending on the type
of relevance and the type of retrieval employed [30–32]:
binary relevance and binary retrieval, binary relevance
and documents retrieved as a ranking, and relevance
and retrieval both as ranking of the documents.
In this working framework we are considering binary relevance as stated by the users (whether or not a
news item is relevant) and a ranking of the news items
provided by the system. This suggested [25,31] the use
of normalised precision and recall as metrics.
Normalised precision and recall [11] measure the
effectivity of a particular ranking. Intuitively, this is
best visualised over a graph where recall or precision
are plotted against levels of the ranking. Normalised
precision – or recall – represent the size of the area
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Table 4
Number of sections and keywords chosen by each user
User
NumSections
NumKeyWords

0
2
3

1
4
3

2
4
0

3
7
5

4
4
4

5
8
3

6
8
6

7
7
7

8
2
4

9
5
5

10
6
3

Average
5.18
3.91

Table 5
Number of news items deemed relevant each day by each user
Day
6-5
7-5
8-5
9-5
10-5

Items
128
104
87
98
102

0
18
16
11
17
21

1
23
8
10
9
5

2
16
8
10
8
14

3
20
15
9
10
22

4
30
12
16
6
9

5
30
35
33
27
37

6
72
72
43
53
41

7
39
21
20
24
10

8
77
80
72
60
51

9
23
47
41
42
61

10
22
16
17
17
16

Av.
33.64
30.00
25.64
24.82
26.09

Av.

103.8

16.6

11.0

11.2

15.2

14.6

32.4

56.2

22.8

68.0

42.8

17.6

28.04

between the curve for the best solution given by relevant
documents in the first positions of the ranking and the
curve for the solution generated by the system. These
metrics can also be considered as approximations to the
average recall and precision obtained for all positions
of the ranking.
Normalised recall is calculated using Eq. (12):
REL
REL
i=1 RAN Ki −
i=1 i
(12)
nR = 1 −
REL(N − REL)
where REL is the number of relevant documents,
RAN Ki represents the ranking of the ith most relevant
item, and N is the total number of items.
Normalised precision is calculated using Eq. (13):
REL
REL
log RAN Ki −
log i
i=1
(13)
nP = 1 − i=1
log(N !/(N −REL)!REL!)

The fact that the whole ranking is taken into account
requires that these formulas add up the differences in
values for the whole ranking and normalise it. The
logarithmic terms in the formula for normalised precision arise from the fact that precision steadily decreases as subsequent non-relevant items are found in
the ranking – and peaks again whenever a relevant item
is found. The corresponding formula for normalised
recall is simpler because the values for recall remain
steady as subsequent non-relevant items are found in
the ranking, and they simply jump up when a relevant
item is found.
Additionally, for cases where equal relevance values
are obtained for consecutive positions in the ranking,
the average position number in the ranking has been
chosen as position number for the whole conflicting
set [25]. This adjustment avoids the problem of attributing a random relative ordering within the ranking to documents that have obtained equal relevance
values.

4.1.3. Statistical significance
For two techniques A and B, if we want to show that
A performs better than B (A > B) with respect to a
parameter V , V + represents the number of times that
A has outperformed B, V − represents the number of
times that B has outperformed A, and the number of
times that similar results have been achieved by both
techniques is represented as ties. This is applied to
normalised precision (V = nP ) and normalised recall
(V = nR).
We consider the results to be statistically significant
if they pass the sign-test on paired samples at the 5%
level (p  0.05). This decision is based on the fact
that there is no assumption about the underlying distribution, and, given the different normalization procedures being applied at various levels, the relative values
rather than the actual magnitudes of relevance should
be considered [25].
4.2. Personalised selection of items
We are basically concerned with trying to answer the
following questions:
– Which mechanism provides the best results in
terms of better selecting the news items that each
user finds relevant?
– Within the long-term model, is it better to use only
sections, only keywords, or a combination of both?
– Is it better to use a dynamic short-term model, a
static long-term model, or a combination of both?
These questions give rise to the following hypotheses:
H1. The precision of news item selection with respect
to user preferences, using only a static long-term
model, is better if sections and keywords com-
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bined are employed than if either one of them is
used separately.
H2. The precision of news item selection with respect
to user preferences, is better if a static long-term
model and a dynamic short-term model are combined than if either one of them is used separately.
These hypotheses are tested over the data obtained
in the experiments as shown below.
4.2.1. Experiment 1: Combining categories and
keywords for long-term modeling
To test the first hypothesis, we apply to all users the
different selection mechanisms of the long-term model.
These different mechanisms are configured by giving
different values to the parameters of Eq. (8):
Se: only sections (α = 1, γ = 0, δ = 0)
Ke: only keywords (α = 0, γ = 1, δ = 0)
SeKe: the combination of sections and keywords (α =
1, γ = 1, δ = 0)
In each case, normalised recall and precision are
observed. These experiments are repeated for the 5
days of the experiment. The average data per day over
all the users, and the global average are presented in
Table 6.
The results show that the combination of sections and
keywords is significantly better than sections (11% on
normalised precision) or keywords (33% on normalised
precision) when used separately, both in terms of normalised precision and recall. This confirms hypothesis
H1.
As an additional result, it is shown that the selection
is significantly better when using only sections than
when using only keywords. 5
It is clear that the use of sections or keywords serves
different purposes. Sections are better suited for situations in which the user has a general broad interest in
items related to the section. Keywords are more useful
in situations when the user has a specific interest in
mind. For purposes of searching, it is convenient to
give the user a choice. For specifying interests for a
filtering application, an exclusive choice is too restrictive.
5 It seems that the traditional organization of newspapers is supported by the experimental data for cases with a specific domaindependent classification. The current prevalence of keyword search
mechanisms may be a mechanism for coping with satisfying user
preferences beyond one single domain, where a pre-established set
of categories may hinder more than it helps.
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None of the features discussed is dependent on the
specific domain under consideration. In general terms,
this approach is applicable wherever there is an existing set of domain-dependent categories. The current
system has so far been tested successfully for a digital
newspaper, a virtual bookshop, and the Web site of a
news agency [33].
Having established the combination of sections and
keywords as the best option for identifying long-term
preferences, this mechanism is employed from here on
for all subsequent experiments presented in this paper.
4.2.2. Experiment 2: Combining short and long-term
models for item selection
To test the second hypothesis, we apply to all users
the different combinations of short and long-term models. Again, these different combinations the following
values must be assigned to the parameters of Eq. (8):
Lo: only long-term model (α = 1, γ = 1, δ = 0)
Sh: only short-term model (α = 0, γ = 0, δ = 1)
LoSh: the combination of both models (α = 1, γ = 1,
δ = 1)
In each case, normalised recall and precision are
observed. These experiments are repeated for the last
4 days of the experiment, since there is no relevance
feedback available to generate a short-term model for
the first day. The average data per day and the global
average are presented in Table 7.
The results show that the combination of short- and
long-term models is significantly better in terms of normalised precision than using them separately (9% better
than the long-term and 33% better than the short-term).
This confirms hypothesis H2.
As an additional result, it is shown that, at least for
periods of relevance feedback as short as this, the longterm model is significantly better than the short-term
model when either is used on its own.
Regarding normalised recall, the combination of
short-term and long-term models is not significantly
better than the long-term model on its own, though one
can see an apparent improvement resulting from the
addition of the short-term model.
We can therefore conclude that the combination of
short- and long-term models is better than the longterm model in terms of precision, but not in terms of
recall. The long-term model is better than the shortterm model, both regarding normalised recall and normalised precision.
In general, long- and short-term modeling constitute differing alternatives that give services to different
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Table 6
Average normalised precision (nP) and recall (nR) per day and the global average, for different combinations of sections (Se)
and keywords (Ke)

SeKe
Se
Ke

06-may2
nR
nP
0.616
0.507
0.595
0.444
0.550
0.395

07-may
nR
nP
0.569
0.436
0.566
0.410
0.505
0.325

08-may
nR
nP
0.627
0.510
0.610
0.461
0.547
0.376

09-may
nR
nP
0.630
0.501
0.625
0.457
0.533
0.383

10-may
nR
nP
0.642
0.508
0.619
0.444
0.553
0.378

Av.
nR
0.617
0.603
0.538

nP
0.493
0.443
0.371

Table 7
Average normalised precision (nP) and recall (nR) per day and the global average, using short (Sh) and long
(Lo) term models

LoSh
Lo
Sh

07-may
nR
nP
0.577
0.483
0.569
0.436
0.523
0.422

08-may
nR
nP
0.619
0.540
0.627
0.510
0.553
0.457

needs. Long-term modeling is possibly better suited to
information filtering applications because it does not
require the user to provide feedback in order to operate
efficiently and it can capture known long-term interests.
On the other hand it cannot easily keep track of changes
in user interest when they happen frequently. Shortterm modeling presents definite advantages in cases
where there is no established set of interests but rather a
changing need to shift the filtering process along with a
frequent change in user interests. However, it requires a
reasonable amount of feedback before it can start operating efficiently, and the training process may be long.
The system described here would present advantages
in those cases where needs of the two types described
meet in a single context: there are long-term interests
to be tracked as well as recent changes to be taken into
account.
The short-term modeling component is not dependent on the domain in any way, however, the long-term
modeling component is, as described above, partially
dependent on the domain through application of specific categories.
Having established the combination of short- and
long-term models as the best option, this mechanism is
employed from here on for all subsequent operations of
item selection involved in the remaining experiments
presented in this paper.
4.3. Item summarization
The main issue to be tested regarding the use of summarization in an information filtering and dissemination setting is to what extent the use of summaries instead of the complete document involves a loss of significant information for the user. This is tested in the
experiments described below.

09-may
nR
nP
0.640
0.555
0.630
0.501
0.498
0.367

10-may
nR
nP
0.659
0.544
0.642
0.508
0.471
0.350

Av.
nR
0.624
0.617
0.511

nP
0.531
0.489
0.399

4.3.1. Summary evaluation
Summaries are evaluated independently of the rest
of the experiments using a technique of indirect evaluation proposed elsewhere before [19]. The technique
is based on the assumption that if a summarization process is good, the resulting summary should have retained as much as possible of the information that ensures correct retrieval according to the given user profile. For each user, a personalised version of the complete evaluation collection is built by summarising (using the heuristic that is to be tested) each news item.
The very same process of selection applied in experiment 2 is repeated (in truth, restricted to the user profile corresponding to the user for whom the collection
has been personalised), but using the new personalised
(summarised) version of the evaluation collection. The
generated summaries have been used as input data in a
selection process equivalent to that carried out for the
set of complete news items for experiment 2. For each
user, on each day the system is requested to rank according to the corresponding user profile a document collection that contains the constructed summaries of the
documents in place of the documents themselves. This
ranking is then compared against the users relevance
judgements as registered for the full documents. The
selection mechanism employed has been the one that
gave best results for experiment 2, combining shortterm and long-term models. The hypothesis is that, if
the summarization process employed preserves the information that is relevant to that user profile, the results
obtained should mirror exactly those obtained for this
user in experiment 2 – where the system is requested
to rank according to the corresponding user profile the
collection of full documents – , which are taken as reference value. Any deviations from those values indi-
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cate loss of information due to “leaks” during summarization, which have forced the resulting ranking for
the summarised items to deviate from the one obtained
using the complete news item as input. By applying
a similar process to a given summarization heuristic,
this experiment should provide an explicit – though admittedly indirect – measure of its adequacy for personalised summarization (where personalised summarization is understood as a process of summarization that
preserves the specific information that is relevant to a
given user profile, rather than information that truly
summarises the content of the news item).
For this evaluation, summaries have been generated
for all the news items for one day for all the users.
This means that a summary has been generated for each
news item and each user, for all the news items of a
given day. This process is repeated for the 5 days of
the experiment.
4.3.2. Experiment 3: Personalized summarization
An initial issue involves discovering how different
configurations of the system parameters involved can
affect the technique described above for the personalization of summaries. Generation of personalised summaries involved a combination of long-term (keywords
explicitly provided by the user in his profile) and shortterm models (keywords obtained by the system from
user feedback and stored as part of his user profile).
Although combining these two sources has been shown
to be better for item selection this may not necessarily
be the case for generation of personalised summaries.
We nevertheless start from the following hypothesis:
H3. Summaries obtained by using only the personalization heuristic are better if a combination of
short-term and long-term models is used as source
for user interests than if either model is used on
its own.
We are considering here summaries obtained using
only the personalisation heuristics (assigning the values
µ = 0, ν = 0, σ = 1 to the parameters in Eq. (11)). The
differences between the summaries arise from the following assignment of values to parameters in Eq. (10):
Ps(Lo) personalised summary obtained using only the
keywords of the long-term model (χ = 1, β = 0)
Ps(Sh) personalised summary obtained using only the
feedback
Ps(LoSh) personalised summary obtained using a
combination of keywords of the short- and longterm models (χ = 1, β = 1)
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The conclusions that can be drawn from the results shown in Table 8 can be summarised as follows. Summaries generated using a combination of
short- and long-term models (Ps(LoSh)) are better than
summaries obtained using only the long-term model
(Ps(Lo)), with a statistically significant improvement
in precision. Summaries obtained using only the shortterm model (Ps(Sh)) are better than summaries obtained using only the long-term model (Ps(Lo)), with a
statistically significant improvement in precision (3%).
Summaries generated using a combination of short- and
long-term models (Ps(LoSh)) are only slightly better
in precision (1%) than summaries obtained using only
the short-term model (Ps(Sh)). Although the result is
not statistically significant, we are encouraged to retain
H3 as a reasonable working hypothesis.
From here on, when personalised summarization is
discussed (Ps), the personalisation has been done using
a combination of long-term keywords and short-term
feedback keywords.
4.3.3. Experiment 4: Combining techniques for
summarization
In this case, the questions that need to be answered
are:
– How much is lost, in terms of information received, by sending a summary of a news item instead of the complete document?
– Which type of summary is better in that sense?
The hypotheses to be tested are:
H4. Summaries obtained by using only the personalization heuristic are better in terms of precision
with respect to information selected by the user
than summaries obtained using generic summarization heuristics and summaries obtained using
a combination of heuristics.
H5. Summaries obtained by using only the personalization heuristic are worse than complete news
items in terms of precision with respect to information selected by the user.
H6. Summaries obtained by using only the personalization heuristic are better in terms of precision
with respect to information selected by the user
than summaries obtained by extracting the first
sentences of the complete news item.
The summaries involved can be of different types,
depending on the specific heuristics employed to generate them as determined by the assignment of values
to the parameters in Eq. (11):
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Table 8
Average normalised precision (nP) and recall (nR) per day, and the global averages, for personalised summaries built with different
combinations of models: long- and short-term – Ps(LoSh) –, long-term model only – Ps(Lo) –, and short-term only – Ps(Sh)

Ps(LoSh)
Ps(Lo)
Ps(Sh)

06-may2
nR
nP
0.616
0.508
0.616
0.508
0.610
0.497

07-may
nR
nP
0.581
0.486
0.574
0.482
0.588
0.493

08-may
nR
nP
0.620
0.538
0.611
0.532
0.622
0.550

09-may
nR
nP
0.632
0.535
0.625
0.523
0.624
0.526

10-may
nR
nP
0.657
0.550
0.631
0.507
0.642
0.524

Av.
nR
0.621
0.611
0.617

nP
0.523
0.510
0.518

Table 9
Average normalised precision (nP) and recall (nR) for complete news items (Nw) and various types of summaries (Ps, GPs, Gs,
Fs) per day, and the global averages

Nw
Ps
GPs
Gs
Fs

06-may2
nR
nP
0.616
0.507
0.616
0.508
0.612
0.497
0.607
0.479
0.607
0.479

07-may
nR
nP
0.577
0.483
0.581
0.486
0.563
0.448
0.563
0.452
0.557
0.450

08-may
nR
nP
0.619
0.540
0.620
0.538
0.603
0.527
0.612
0.526
0.598
0.513

Fs. (baseline reference) first sentences of the corresponding news item
Gs. using generic heuristics (position and keywords)
(µ = 1, ν = 1, σ = 0)
Ps. using personalization heuristics (combining shortand long-term models) (µ = 0, ν = 0, σ = 1)
GPs. using both types of heuristics (µ = 1, ν = 1,
σ = 1)
Several different evaluation collections – consisting
each one of summaries obtained from the news items in
the original collection by applying a different summarization heuristic – are built for each user. The procedure described in experiment 3 is applied to each one of
these collections, using the corresponding user profile
as source for user interests. If different summarization
heuristics lead to different degrees of loss of relevant
information, the resulting rankings will differ amongst
them in a proportional way.
Evaluation of personalised summaries is more costly
because each user must be evaluated separately.
Generic summaries are the same for all users, so all
the users can be evaluated simultaneously. The system
is run once for all users, using the set of generic summaries as input. Personalised summaries require a different procedure, since the selection for each particular
user must be obtained from his very own set of personal
summaries.
The analysis of the results shown in Table 9 indicates that personalised summaries (Ps) give significantly better results with respect to normalised precision of the selected information than generic summaries
(Gs) and generic-personalised summaries (GPs). In
both cases the improvement is statistically significant

09-may
nR
nP
0.640
0.555
0.632
0.535
0.625
0.521
0.631
0.529
0.622
0.522

10-may
nR
nP
0.659
0.544
0.657
0.550
0.649
0.539
0.652
0.538
0.649
0.536

Av.
nR
0.622
0.621
0.611
0.613
0.607

nP
0.526
0.523
0.506
0.505
0.500

(4% for GS and 3% for GPs). This confirms hypothesis
H4. Generic-personalised summaries (GPs) are better
than generic summaries (Gs), and generic summaries
(Gs) are better than summaries based on first sentences
(Fs), but in neither case is the difference statistically
significant. It can also be seen that personalised summaries (Ps) are worse (1% on normalised precision)
than complete news items (Nw) under the same view
point. This confirms hypothesis H5.
Personalised summaries (Ps) are better than summaries based on the first sentences of the news item
(Fs), with a statistically significant improvement (5 %
in normalised precision). This confirms hypothesis H6.
It seems apparent from these results that generic summaries perform very closely to summaries obtained by
taking the first few lines of the news item. This seems
to indicate that the position heuristic is overpowering
the thematic word heuristic, which may be corrected by
refining the choice of weights. In any case, although
a first-sentences approach may provide good results
for indicative summarization, it does not do so well
in terms of personalised summarization – as defined
above –, where it is crucial to retain in the summary
those specific fragments of the text that relate to the
user profile.
This explains why the generic-personalised summaries perform so poorly in spite of being a combination of good techniques: given a fixed limit on summary length, the inclusion of sentences selected by the
generic heuristics in most cases pushes out of the final summary information that would have been useful
from the point of view of personalisation.
As it has been shown, automatic summarization has
the choice of applying generic techniques designed to
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capture the way in which the more relevant information
is distributed over a typical document of the domain
under consideration, or to apply personalisation techniques that concentrate on specific contents for which
the user is known to have an interest (either because
he has explicitly stated it in a long-term model or because it has been dynamically captured in a short-term
model). The newspaper domain provides a good example where the structuring of information gives very
useful cues as to their relevance (news items are usually built as inverted pyramids in terms of relevance:
the most relevant information at the top, with relevance
decreasing as they are read). This leads to quite simple summarization techniques providing good results in
terms of indicative summarization – allowing the user
to get an idea of what a document is about – though
such a method would be severely domain-dependent,
and might not work as well for different domains. The
methods proposed here ensure the selection of the relevant information in terms of information needs, operating efficiently for personalised summarization – providing the user an extract of the specific contents of
a document that are related to his interests –, with no
domain-dependent assumptions.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a user model which
represents separately short-term needs and long-term
multiple interests. Users can express their long-term
preferences both in terms of domain-dependent (sections) and domain-independent (keywords) contentbased information. This representation works like a
stereotypical definition that avoids starting with an
empty user model that is trained by user feedback.
When starting from an empty user model, the initial
training phase may become frustrating for users if many
irrelevant news items are selected. This new approach
solves the difficulties presented for some users – beginners mainly – by the method of providing a set of keywords and their associate weights used by some filtering systems. Also, application of feedback allows these
initial definitions to be enhanced and evolve together
with user’s interest.
One possible disadvantage of the method presented
here is that the system has no explicit mechanism for
recognising as interesting spectacular news items that
break suddenly, such as for example, the 11-S terrorist
attacks on the World Trade Center in New York or
the 11-M Madrid train bombings. The ability of the
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system to recognise any such news item as interesting
is restricted only in as much as it is possible that some
users of the system may not receive it, whereas common
sense dictates that such news item may be universally
interesting. However, the system provides at least three
levels of filtering at which specific users may be able to
specify their interest on events of a similar nature: users
may have explicitly selected the sections under which
the news item is classified, they may have provided
terms that may occur in them, such as terrorism, or they
may have provided feedback on similar items which the
system will have used to update their short term model.
An alternative method that would have succesfully
identified breaking news items as interesting is collaborative filtering. This method, however, presents a major
drawback in the context in which the present system is
designed to operate. The mode of delivery considered
here is based on that of daily newspapers: the set of
relevant news items for a given day is collected at a certain moment in time and bulk processed for the whole
list of available user models. As a result, personalised
selections are sent simultaneously to all registered system users. At the time of collating a selection for a
given user from the news item of that day, no feedback
is available from any other user on that particular set
of news items. The system is faced with an instance
of the first-evaluator problem that makes it impossible
to apply a collaborative filtering solution. In the face
of this restriction, we consider that the combination of
different layers of interest-specification methods provides a better solution than the use of any one of them
on its own would have done. A possible enhancement
to the system might be to add a number of subsequent
mailings throughout the day in which items deemed interesting by means of collaborative filtering techniques
are sent to each user, based on user feedback on the
news items of the day received up to that moment in
time.
Our approach includes a summarization subsystem
that generates different kinds of summaries adapted
to the user. The idea is to allow the users to decide
about the relevance of the received news items without
inspecting the full text document.
We have also presented a systematic evaluation of the
different alternatives for personalised information dissemination. The use of linear combinations of various
frameworks has been shown to improve results in precision both when combining different frameworks for
specifying interest (categories and keywords) and when
combining long-term and short-term models. With respect to summarization, personalised summaries per-
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form better than other combinations, providing an interesting alternative, better than summaries obtained
from the first lines of the text and only slightly worse
than the full text. This leaves open the possibility of
using a personalised summary in place of the complete
news item with an acceptable loss of information where
convenient.
The results in recall were less clear, with improvements in the first experiment, but no significant improvements in the others. These results can be due to
the behaviour of the normalised recall metric. That is,
the normalised recall is sensitive to the classification of
the last relevant item, while the normalised precision is
sensitive to the classification of the first correct item.
Under the circumstances, our algorithms improve the
precision because they raise the more relevant documents to the top of the ranking, but they also drop the
less relevant documents to the bottom. This can be
due to the user’s relevance judgements, which include
documents very related with his initial profile, but also
others that are, at most, very distantly related. These
last documents might have been detected by the relevance feedback mechanism and this information used
to correct the trend. However, given the peculiarities
of the dissemination process, the user can only provide
feedback on the documents at the top of ranking – as
specified by his upper bound on the number of news
item that he is to receive per day. This implies that
documents that, if spotted on time, might have risen in
the ranking thanks to the feedback process, not only
fail to rise in the ranking but fall to the bottom.
However, we are more interested in precision than
in recall because we send to the user only the documents at the top of the ranking within the upper bound
expressed by the user – or in the particular case of the
experiments described in this paper, defined by the system configuration parameter T –, and the number of
relevant documents selected for a user is always greater
than this limit. On the other hand, the fact that the system allows users to specify explicitly how many news
items he wants to receive each day makes it necessary
for us to consider how well the system behaves in terms
of recall. Additionally, it further justifies the decision
to use normalised precision and recall: by computing values over the complete ranking rather than just
the fragment of it above the (arbitrary) cut-off point,
the obtained results remain relevant whatever cut-off
value for parameter T is used in subsequent runs of
the system. The impossibility of establishing a fixed
cut-off value under this set up also makes it difficult to
use other metrics where recall and precision are com-

pounded, such as the F measure, because they rely on
establishing such an explicit cut-off value.
It is clear that the task of constructing a personal
profile at the start of system use requires a significant
effort on the part of the user. There are two possible
arguments against considering this a significant drawback.
On one hand, it would be possible to develop a user
interface in which the users would read an on-line newspaper, and the items clicked would be deemed of interest to him. This is in fact how the users evaluate the
selections provided by the system, and also the way in
which the dynamic short term modelling via user feedback is carried out. The implicit extraction of terms
is the mechanism underlying the short term modeling
described in the paper. The fact that its results differ
somewhat from those obtained using terms provided
explicitly by the user suggests that replacing one for
the other is not trivial. Furthermore, the results presented here indicate that a combination of the various
techniques performs better than any one of them on
their own. This seems to validate the idea that the effort involved in explicitly constructing a user profile is
worthwhile in terms of system performance.
On the other hand, having an explicit user profile allows the user to browse the representation that the systems has of his interests at any moment. Although the
possibility has not been considered in the experiments
described in this paper, the user of such a system might
decide to modify his explicit user profile after some
time using the system, either in view of system results
or simply to capture recognised shifts in his interests.
Were the modeling mechanism totally implicit, these
possibilities would not be available.
In general, a key point of the present proposal is that
such an – admittedly – information intensive method
for information personalisation is indeed validated by
improval of system results. Those users willing to
trade a slight decrease in precision in exchange for less
effort on system start-up can opt for systems based
exclusively on implicit modelling.
The system as described in this paper includes a number of parameters that govern its operation. Of all these,
the experiments described here attempt to establish adequate operating values for those parameters presented
in Table 3. Similar experiments may have to carried
out to obtain equivalent experimental support for the
values assigned to the parameters presented in Table 2,
which for the purposes of the experiments described in
this paper have been assigned fixed values. Some of
these values have been selected on the basis of similar
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studies in the bibliography (as outlined in the relevant
sections of the paper), others have been chosen because
they seemed reasonable in the face of no evidence to
the contrary. It has already been discussed above how
some of these decisions affect issues relevant to the
content of the paper – such as the need for considering
recall as well as precision, in view of the existence of
parameter T governing the number of news items received each day by each user. Further work will address
the experimental determination of optimal values for
these parameters wherever possible. In certain cases,
the volume of data that must be collected in order to
carry out this task implies the effort may not be worth
the returns it may provide.
The technology employed is not domain specific
and relies solely in general techniques. Therefore it
can be very easily ported to other domains as long as
they have both a domain-specific classification system
and textual descriptions of the items to be selected.
Additionally, the message sent to the users can be
ported to WAP/PDA technologies by simply changing
the markup language (WML/simplified HTML) used
to construct the message.
We can therefore conclude that the combined personalization approach of using a combination of long and
short-term with user adapted summaries is a useful tool
to assist users in a personalization system. Notwithstanding, the information contained in these summaries
can not replace the full text document from an information retrieval point of view.
In future work, we will try to explore the possibility
of obtaining feedback for the user models from the different kinds of summaries and explore its effectiveness.
We are also interested in carrying out experiments with
more users and during more days to extract more informative conclusions. Another line of research could be
to add more information to the profile to improve the
modeling of the users and to explore other techniques
to perform the feedback.
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